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Abstract
The commonly used hardware verification languages, such as SystemVerilog have
explicit coverage constructs which entitle verification engineers the power to model
the function of design into coverage requirement. Verification Engineers usually
subtract the functional coverage from their knowledge of the design requirements and
map them into coverage points which can be expressed by hardware verification
languages. However due to the limitation of syntax of these hardware verification
languages, it is very hard in a reasonable way to specify the coverage points for the
kind of module whose output is decided by scale-size relationship of its inputs. This
paper presents a workaround to analyze the total effective scenarios for this kind of
module. The paper also provides a method on how to model these effective scenarios
with current syntax of hardware verification language.
Keywords: SystemVerilog, coverage, scale-size relationship, comparison logic,
coverage driven verification

1. Introduction
The advent of new VLSI technology and SoC design methodologies has brought an
explosive growth in the complexity of modern electronic circuits. As a result, functional
verification has become the major bottleneck in any digital design flow [1]. In order to
overcome this bottleneck, not only the methodology and techniques used for complex
hardware system and SoC verification is greatly developed [3, 7, 12], but also abundant of
well-defined modules and reusable IP are widely used to guarantee the quality of the whole
chip [2, 11]. For highly reusable modules, they are preferred to be verified as completely as
possible, as they may be used by different hardware systems [13]. The best wish is that
quality of modules or reusable IP is not a concern before these modules or IP are integrated
into high level system. We just assume they work correctly under correct input.
Just like a system, modules and reusable IP are also formed by lots of sub-modules. Some
sub-modules or even modules themselves are just to process basic functions such as basic
calculations or logic judgment. Sometimes these sub-modules may act so important role that
if something goes wrong with them there will be a big impact on top-level modules. So such
modules are usually given a thorough verification to make sure they can work properly under
all kinds of scenarios. For a coverage-driven random based verification system, functional
coverage, as the explicit functional requirements derived from the device and test plan
specifications, can be an important feedback to verification engineers [8]. Verification
engineers can use functional coverage to find the overlooked scenarios. But in some cases, the
module’s function is quite hard to be mapped into the coverage points with verification
language syntax. Modules whose output are decided by scale-size relationship of its inputs are
just one kind of these modules. Here is a simple example:
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module func(clk, start, rst_n, ia, ib, ic, id, q );
input [7:0] ia, ib, ic;
input clk, start, rst_n;
output [31:0] q;
reg[1:0] q;
reg[1:0] cnt;
reg[31:0] d0, d1;
wire[31:0] cmp1,cmp2 ;
assign cmp1 = (cnt==0) ? ib : ic;
assign cmp2 = (cnt==0) ? ia : d0;
always @(posedge clk or negedge rst_n) begin
if(!rst_n)
cnt<=2;
else if(start)
cnt<=0;
else if (cnt<2)
cnt<=cnt++;
end
always @(posedge clk) begin
if(cmp2>cmp1) begin
d0<=cmp2;
if(cnt==1) q<=0;
end else if(cmp2==cmp1) begin
d0 <=id;
if(cnt==1) q<=1;
end else begin
d0<=cmp1;
if(cnt==1) q<=2;
end
end
endmodule
In the above example, asserting of start signal will start a comparison process controlled by
cnt. Output q of module func will be decided by scale-size relationship of its inputs ia, ib, ic
and id. The syntax of defining coverage points in SystemVerilog is like “bins case1 =
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{[7:100]}” which is for possible value range of one data or like “bins trans = (s0=>s1),
(s2=>s3);” which is for state transition [9]. A simple way to follow SystemVerilog syntax is
to make each possible value of ia, ib, ic and id into one bin and then cross them. But the
coverage space will be huge. Putting so much energy to verify such a huge coverage space is
not acceptable as most of them are redundant and can be replaced by the coverage point with
the specified function mean. And code coverage is not dependable either, as some original
inputs’ comparison is hidden by the intermediate variable cmp1, com2 and the second round
comparison when cnt is 1. So code coverage can’t cover all the functional scenarios.
In fact from first thought, we can manually model the scenarios by making scale-size
relationship of inputs into a list table and use an intermediate variable to record it. Here is the
list:
When ia = ib = ic= id, x1=1;
When ia < ib = ic =id, x1=2;
When ia < ib < ic = id, x1=3;
…..
When ia > ib > ic > id, x1=m;
Then set “bin x1 = {[1: m]} as coverage points in test bench. That is exact coverage
definition needed for this module’s function coverage. However if the inputs is increased to
more ones such as 6, it will turn to an impossible job to make the list table.
Another commonly used syntax for coverage definition, cross coverage, is not the answer
either. When two data are compared, we can get three relationships: bigger, smaller and
equal. But if there are 3 data need to be compared with each other, we could not simply cross
the two-two scale-size relationships as there are some unreasonable cases such as a<b, b<c
a>c. With the number of compared data increasing, more and more such unreasonable cases
will appear. It is impossible to filter these unreasonable cases manually. What make things
worse is that each scale-size relationship has almost the same importance as the other one.
Neither of them can be missing.
How to implement the program about the coverage points for DUT’s verification whose
output is decided by its inputs’ scale-size relationship, as a mere engineering technique issue,
there is nearly no paper which is made research on it. This paper provides its study on this
issue. The major contribution in this paper is as followed.


By transferring the scenario of such specified DUT’s verification into point position
issue on a line segment position, a method is proposed on how to calculate the total
number of scenarios. The statistic on the scenarios provides a good verify on the
coverage point implementing method.



An easy implemented coverage definition method with verification language is
proposed. In this method coverage points are defined by crossing all inputs’
possible position and the unreasonable coverage bins are excluded in a way to be hit
in advance by making a special test case.

The remainder of this paper is structured as three sections. In section I, the model of
scenarios and deducing process of equation of calculating total number of scenarios is
introduced. In section II, the method to mark the coverage points with current verification
language is introduced. The related work and conclusion will be given in section III.

2. Method to Calculate Total Number of Scenarios
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Before talking about the way to list scenarios, let’s see how many scenarios the coverage
should have for the module whose output is decided by scale-size relationship of its inputs.
The statistic on the scenarios can give us an evaluation on how many test sets should be used
in our test suits. Moreover the statistic can be used verify our automatic list method.
2.1. Model the scenarios
To solve this problem, we model such module as a functions y  F(x1,x 2 ,...,x n )
(Here capital F is used because it stands for the classified function whose output is decided
by scale-size relationship of inputs). As the output y is determined by the comparison of
inputs: x 1 ,x 2 ,...,x n we can regard each input as one point on line segment. Then the
processed scenarios of this function can be regarded as the position relationship on the line
segment. Just like the Figure 1 shows and Figure 2 shows. When no input is equal to any of
the other one, there will be totally n points on the line segment, like the Fig 1 shows. As some
inputs may be equal to each other, the corresponding points of these inputs will be overlapped
on the line segment and t points can be got on the line segment. Here 1  t  n , just like
Figure 2 shows.
P1

P2

P3

P4

Pn-2

Pn-1

Pn

Figure 1. no point is overlapped with each other
P2
P3

P1

Pt
Pt-1

Some points are overlapped, so only one point is show on the line segment

Total

is n

Figure 2. Some points are overlapped, only t points are showed on line
segment
2.2. Recurrence derivation
After the scenario of the function is model as points’ position in a line segment, a
recurrence relationship can be found to help us on the calculation of the statistic of all
scenarios.
We define Z

n

as the total number of scenarios of function which has n inputs and define

z
the total number of scenarios that t inputs are not equal to each other is n ,t , here
1  t  n . Obviously, we can get
Z n  z n ,1  z n ,2  z n ,3  ...  z n ,n 1  z n ,n

Z n  1  z n  1,1  z n  1,2  z n  1,3  ...  z n  1,n  2  z n  1,n  1
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We assume that Z n 1 ,z n 1,1 ,z n 1,2 ,z n 1,3 ,...,z n 1,n  2 ,z n 1,n 1 are all known values.
As Figure 3 shows, when one point is inserted to the line segment which has total n-1
points and t points left as un-overlapped, we will get one scenario which belongs to F
function with n inputs. As the added point has t choices to be inserted onto the t existing
un-overlapped points, which means this input is equal to some other inputs, we can get
t * z n  1,t new scenarios and the new scenarios are all belongs to the cases that there are n
points on line segment and t points are left un-overlapped. We mark them as z n2,t .
New added points

P2

Total

Pt

P3

P1

Pt-1

is n-1 and t points are left un-overlapped

Figure 3. Added points has t choices to be inserted onto t existing
un-overlapped points
Meanwhile as Figure 4 shows, the added point has t+1 choices to be inserted to the t+1
divided sub line segments by existing un-overlapped points, which means this input is not
equal to any other inputs, we can get (t  1) * zn  1,t new scenarios and the new scenarios
are all belongs to the cases that there are n points on line segment and t+1 points are left
un-overlapped. We marked them as z n1 ,t  1
New added points

P2
P1

Total

P3

Pt
Pt-1

is n-1 and t points are left un-overlapped

Figure 4. Added points has t+1 choices to be inserted the divided sub line
segment by existing un-overlapped points
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Following this rule, we can get:
When t=1, that is 1 points left un-overlapped in total n-1 points on line segment, an point
insertion on such line segment can make z n2,1  1 * z n  1,1 and z n1,1  1  (1  1) * z n  1,1
When t=2, that is 2 points left un-overlapped in total n-1 points on line segment, an point
insertion

on

such

line

segment

can

make

z n2,2  2 * z n 1,2

and

z n1,2  1  (2  1) * z n 1,2
…...
When t=m-1, that is m-1 points left un-overlapped in total n-1 points on line segment, an
point insertion on such line segment can make zn2,m 1  (m  1) * zn 1,m 1 and

zn1,m  m * zn  1,m  1
When t=m, that is m points left un-overlapped in total n-1 points on line segment, an point
insertion

on

such

line

segment

can

make

z n2,m  m * z n 1,m

and

z n1,m  1  (m  1) * z n 1,m
When t=m+1, that is m +1points left un-overlapped in total n-1 points on line segment, an
point insertion on such line segment can make z n2,m  1  (m  1) * z n  1,m  1 and

z n1,m  2  (m  2) * z n 1,m  1
……
When t=n-2, that is n-2 points left un-overlapped in total n-1 points on line segment, an
point insertion on such line segment can make z n2,n  2  (n  2) * z n  1,n  2 and

z n1,n  2  1  (n  2  1) * z n 1,n  2
When t=n-1, that is n-1 points left un-overlapped in total n-1 points on line segment, an
point insertion on such line segment can make z n2,n  1  (n  1) * z n  1,n  1 and

z n1,n 1  1  (n  1  1) * z n 1,n 1
To add all the new got scenarios number up Zn can be got. So we will have

Zn
 z n ,1  z n ,2  z n ,3  .  z n ,m  z n ,m  1  ...  z n ,n  1  z n ,n
 z n2,1  (z n1 ,1  1  z n2,2 )  z n1 ,2  1  ... 

z n2,m  1  (z n1 ,m  z n2,m )  (z n1 ,m  1  z n2,m  1 )  z n1 ,m  2
 ...  z n2,n  2  (z n1 ,n  2  1  z n2,n  1 )  z n1 ,n  1  1
 1 * z n  1,1  ((1  1) * z n  1,1  2 * z n  1,2 )  (2  1) * z n  1,2  ... 
(m  1) * z n  1,m  1  (m * z n  1,m  1
 m * z n  1,m )  ((m  1) * z n  1,m
 (m  1) * z n  1,m  1 )  (m  2) * z n  1,m  1
 ...  (n  2) * z n  1,n  2  ((n  2  1) * z n  1,n  2  (n  1) * z n  1,n  1 )  (n  1  1) * z n  1,n  1
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From the formula above, we also get
z n ,1  z n2,1  1 * z n  1,1
z n ,2  (z n1,1  1  z n2,2 )  (2 * z n  1,1  2 * z n  1,2 )

……

z n ,m  (z n1,m  z n2,m )  (m * z n  1,m  1  m * z n  1,m )

z n ,m  1  (z n1,m  1  z n2,m  1 )  (m  1) * z n  1,m  (m  1) * z n  1,m  1
……

z n ,n  1  (z n1,n  2  1  z n2,n  1 )  ((n  1) * z n  1,n  2  (n  1) * z n  1,n  1 )

z n ,n  z n1,n  1  1  n * z n  1,n  1
2.3. Original condition for recurrence derivation
It is also quite easy to calculate the original condition:

z 2,2  2 。
z  1。
When total number points on line segment is 2, 1 points left un-overlapped, 2,1
When total number points on line segment is 2, 2 points left un-overlapped,

With this recursive rule and the original condition, we can calculate the total number of
scenarios with computer.
2.4. Calculation of an example with 6 inputs
Here we take an F function with 6 inputs as an example to show how to calculate the total
scenarios
For 2 inputs

z 2,1  1 , z 2,2  2
Z 2  z2,1  z2,2  3
For 3 inputs

z3,1  z2,1  1 z3, 2  2 * z2,1  2 * z2, 2  6 z3,3  3 * z2, 2  6
,

,

Z 3  z3,1  z3, 2  z3,3  13
For 4 inputs

z4,1  z4,1  1

,

z4, 2  2 * z3,1  2 * z3, 2  14

,

z4,3  3 * z3, 2  3 * z3,3  36

,

z4, 4  4 * z3,3  24
Z 4  z4,1  z4, 2  z4,3  z4, 4  75
For 5 inputs

z5,1  z4,1  1 z5,2  2 * z 4,1  2 * z 4,2  30 z5,3  3 * z 4,2  3 * z 4,3  150
,
,
,
z5,4  4 * z 4,3  4 * z 4,4  240 , z5,5  5 * z 4,4  120
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Z 5  z5,1  z5,2  z5,3  z5,4  z5,5  541
For 6 inputs

z6,1  z6,1  1 , z6,2  2 * z5,1  2 * z5,2  62 , z6,3  3 * z5,2  3 * z5,3  540 ,
z6,4  4 * z5,3  4 * z5,4  1560
z6,5  5 * z5,4  5 * z5,5  1800
,
,
z6,6  6 * z5,5  720

Z 6  z6,1  z6,2  z6,3  z6,4  z6,5  z6,6  4683
So with 6 inputs, we will get 4683 scenarios. What a tough job if we make the coverage
table manually! Statistic on scenarios gives us a good evaluation on the overload of
verification effort.

3. Method to Mark the Coverage Points
In Chapter 2 we have discussed the difficulty on how to model the scenarios of the
modules whose output is determined by scale-size relationship of inputs into System Verilog
coverage point syntax. Now we still face this problem.
3.1. Make a cross coverage based on each point’s possible position
Look back chapter 3, one important clue to find the statistic of scenarios is we regard each
input of the module as one point on line segment. So one processed scenarios of such module
can be regarded as all points position relationship on the line segment. Following this clue,
we can map the scale-size relationship scenario into System Verilog coverage syntax easily:
If the module has n inputs which should be compared with each other, each input will have n
possible positions on the line segment. Mark the position with position number on line
segment, we get coverage point for one input and its value range is from 0 to n-1 (here we
mark first position as 0, second position as 1 and other position can be listed in turn). As
every input has n possible positions too, we need to cross them. Then we can get a big set
which will include all the scenarios for the module. The testbench program is quite easy to be
put down. Let take module in chapter 1 as an example, the coverage should be like this
Coverpoint ia {Bins ia [] = = {[0:3]} ;}
Coverpoint ib {Bins ib [] == {[0:3]} ;}
Coverpoint ic {Bins ic [] == {[0:3]} ;}
Coverpoint id {Bins id [] == {[0:3]} ;}
Cross ia, ib, ic, id;
When we do coverage collection, we should sort ia, ib, ic and id and sample the each one’s
position number. For example, for the case ia=10, ib=28, ic=20, id=92, ia’s position is 0, ib’s
position is 2, ic’s position is 1, ic’s position is 3. One point of (0, 2, 1, 3) will be sampled to
the cross coverage.
3.2. Exclude the unreasonable bins
However you will find a hole for this coverage collection or coverage point’s definition.
Looking at this case: ia = 10, ib = 20, ic = 20, id = 92, the position set will be (0, 1, 1, 2). We
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will not mark the position set to be (1, 2, 2, 3). Similarly we also have cases like ia = ib = ic =
id, we can only mark the position set to be (0,0,0,0) not (1,1,1,1), (2,2,2,2), (3,3,3,3). The
sorting operation in coverage collection made the reasonable position set follows a sorting
rule which is quite like we rank a test score of one class students: a large rank can only be
used when all little ranks are occupied. Unreasonable position set doesn’t follow this sorting
rule. However these position sets are one part of the crossed bins of ia, ib, ic, id and they
could never be hit if we use above method to do coverage collection.
Obviously excluding them manually just like making the coverage list table will not be a
good choice. Putting some unreasonable position sets into line segment again and examining
these line segments, you will find a rule which make this position set so special: check each
point on line segment, you will find there is at least one point which has empty position
before it. See Figure 5 show two examples. One is the position set for (1,2,2,3) which has
position 0 not filled, the other is the position set for (3,3,3,3) which has position 1 and
position 2 not filled. According this rule, we can easily exclude the unreasonable cases from
the big set got by crossing every point’s possible position number. For example make a little
perl program to print these set into ignore bins. But the drawback of this method is we will
get a huge table for ignore bins in our testbench.
Positon 0

Positon 0

Position 2

Position 2
Ia&ib&ic&id

ia

ib&ic

Positon 1

id

Position 3

Positon 1

Position 3

Figure 5. line segment with position set (1, 2, 2, 3) and (3, 3, 3, 3)
Another method is to make a program to process the collected coverage database by either
excluding the unreasonable coverage point or making the unreasonable coverage point hit.
But additional knowledge about the coverage database format is needed for this job. In fact
we have easier way to make the unreasonable coverage point hit: make a special case. Such
special case is not to test our DUT. It just set sample variable in coverage point to the values
belong to the unreasonable position set and them sample them. Such case can generate a
special coverage database which will cover these bins we don’t case.
3.3 Coverage reports for an example with 6 inputs
Following above method and using a 6 inputs function as an example, a testbench program
based on SystemVerilog is developed. The program will define coverage points by crossing
all 6 inputs 6 possible positions and call a function to fill the unreasonable bins. We use VCS
to run the program and URG command to get the coverage report. Figure 6 is a snapshot of
the coverage report. From the coverage report, we can see total number of uncovered bins is
the coverage points left for verification job, which is 4683. This result matches with the
conclusion in Chapter 2 and proves the correctness of this method. The total number of
covered bins is 41973 which backups our conclusion that it is a tough job to exclude the
unreasonable bins manually.
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Figure 6. A snapshot of coverage report

4. Related work and Conclusion
The logic used in digital circuit design can basically classify into three kinds of logics:
mathematic logic such as “+, -, *”, logical logic such as “&&, ||, &” and comparison logic
such as “>, <, =” [5,10]. For mathematic logic and logical logic, it is easier to map the
function coverage into coverage points with verification language syntax. We can use the
value range of inputs or intermediate results to mark the coverage points. We can slice the
value range of inputs and intermediate results to several bins and choose largest value or
smallest value as the corner case. There is no need to cover each possible value. So coverage
space can be greatly reduced without worry about scenarios missing. But for comparison
logic we lost the direct map from the logic’s function to verification language’s coverage
syntax. This paper provides a method on how to model these effective scenarios with current
syntax of hardware verification language. Moreover it also provides a mathematic method to
calculate the statistic of scenarios. As comparison logic is widely used in digital circuit
design, the coverage definition method presented in this paper can be good reference to the
coverage point definition for digital circuit design.
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